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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a new method to classify different speaking groupsby using the so called voice quality
parameters. By voice quality we mean the characteristics of the glottal excitation of the speech signal. We
estimate five parameters describing the voice quality as spectral gradients ofthe vocal tract compensated speech.
They correlate with the glottal speech source features like open quotient, skewness of the glottal pulse, and
incompleteness of closure. These parameters are then used to classify gender, different phonation types, and
different emotions with promising results.

1. INTRODUCTION

Detection of paralinguistic properties of speech is
in contrast to other applications in speech process-
ing like automatic speech recognition a less explored
field. Under paralinguistic properties we understand
all the information beyond to the pure linguistic con-
tent of a spoken utterance. They describe the emo-
tional state of a speaker, the peculiarities or manner
of his individual voice, his gender, or his social back-
ground. So the listener obtains information about the
physical, psychological, social, and emotional char-
acteristics of the speaker.

According to the source-filter-model, the linguis-
tic content of speech is mainly determined by the vo-
cal tract while the glottal excitation contributes sig-
nificantly to the paralinguistic properties. We call the
characteristics of the glottal excitation as voice qual-
ity. It is our goal to extract parameters describing the
voice quality from the speech signal which allow a
mapping of spoken utterances to different speaking
groups.

This paper shows three classification applications
of the voice quality parameters: the gender, the phona-
tion types by J. Laver [1], and emotional states. The
paper is structured as follows. Section 2 explains
how the voice quality parameters are estimated. In
section 3, the speech data and the classification me-
thod is described. The results of the classifications
are presented in section 4.

2. VOICE QUALITY PARAMETERS

Voice quality is mainly affected by the excitation of
the human voice that is called phonation. That means,
the shape of the glottal pulse and its rate and time
variations are responsible for the kind of voice qual-
ity that is realized. In contrast, all activities belong-
ing to the articulation process affect the sounds that
all together build the content of the speech. In the
literature, some non-acoustic methods measure the
change in electrical impedance across the throat dur-
ing speaking. An electroglottograph, for example,
measures the change in electrical impedance across
the throat during speaking.

We study a method to measure the voice quality
directly from the acoustic speech signal. No extra
hardware and no invasion to the human body are re-
quired to obtain the desired information. The method
is based on the observations by Stevens and Hanson
[2] that the glottal properties ”open quotient”, ”glot-
tal opening”, ”skewness of glottal pulse”, and ”rate
of glottal closure” each affect the excitation spec-
trum of the speech signal in a dedicated frequency
range and thus reflect the voice quality of the speaker.
They proposed to estimate these glottal states from
the acoustic speech signal by adequate relation of
the amplitudes of the corresponding higher harmon-
ics with that of the fundamental mode. They fur-
ther found that the first formant bandwidth is cor-
related with the ”incompleteness of the glottal clo-
sure”. These measurements are simply called voice
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quality parameters.
We use a modified algorithm which calculates

spectral gradients instead of amplitude ratios. In ad-
dition, a vocal tract compensation is performed prior
to estimating the gradients [3]. The whole algorithm
can be divided into three steps: measurement of speech
features, compensation of the vocal tract influence,
and estimation of the voice quality parameters. Be-
low we describe these steps in more details.

2.1. Measurement of speech features

The first step estimates some well known speech fea-
tures from windowed, voiced segments of the speech
signal. We perform the voiced-unvoiced decision
and the pitch estimation according to the RAPT al-
gorithm [4] that looks for peaks in the normalized
cross correlation function. The frequencies and band-
widths of the first four formants are estimated by
an LPC analysis [5]. All frequency values are con-
verted to the Bark scale. Table 1 shows the estimated
speech features required for the voice quality estima-
tion.

Feature Meaning
Fp pitch
F1, F2, F3, F4 formant frequencies
B1, B2, B3, B4 formant bandwidths
H1,H2 amplitudes atFp and2Fp [dB]
F1p, F2p, F3p frequencies of peaks near formants
A1p, A2p, A3p amplitude atF1p, F2p, F3p [dB]

Table 1. Speech features used for voice quality esti-
mation

2.2. Compensation of the vocal tract influence

Since the voice quality parameters shall only depend
on the excitation and not on the articulation process,
the influence of the vocal tract has to be compen-
sated. The contribution of each of the four formants
to the spectrum at frequencyf is estimated by [6]
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The results of the formant compensation are the cor-
rected spectral amplitudes̃H1, H̃2 of the first and
second harmonics and the corrected peak amplitudes
Ã1p, Ã2p, andÃ3p near the three formants as shown
in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Vocal tract compensated peaks of the FFT
spectrum for the voice quality parameter estimation

2.3. Estimation of the voice quality parameters

The last step estimates the following five voice qual-
ity parameters from the vocal tract compensated sp-
eech features: ”Open Quotient Gradient”, ”Glottal
Opening Gradient”, ”SKewness Gradient”, ”Rate of
Closure Gradient”, and ”Incompleteness of Closure”.
They are given by
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Figure 2 gives an illustration of the first four param-
eters as spectral gradients with respect to the pitch
frequency.
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Fig. 2. Voice quality parameters as spectral gradients
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3. EXPERIMENTS

In this paper, we apply the voice quality parameters
to classify different speaking groups in three studies:
classification of gender, voice qualities, and emo-
tions. The speech data for all studies are recorded
in an anechoic room at the sampling frequency of
16 kHz. All signals were segmented to utterances of
about 3 second length. The speech was classified on
the basis of every spoken utterance.

3.1. Classification

There are many different approaches for gender and
emotion detection in the literature. A method for
gender detection is described in [7]. A good overview
of previous works about emotion detection is given
in [8]. Most of the proposed methods use prosodic
properties of the speech like the intonation, intensity,
and duration as features for the classification. They
do not consider voice quality parameters as features
because they found them difficult to model and to
estimate. Similarly, there exist many different meth-
ods for pattern recognition. For emotion detection,
the Bayes classifier, Gaussian mixture modes, hid-
den Markov models, and artificial neural networks
have been used.

In this paper, we use voice quality parameters
only for all classifications. For the pattern recogni-
tion part, we use a linear discriminant analysis be-
cause it is simple and there is no need for a long
training phase.

3.2. Linear discriminant analysis

The discriminant analysis is a method for multivari-
ate data analysis [9]. In this work, a linear discrim-
inant analysis is used for classification. It involves
several linear discriminant functions.

In the training phase, the parameters of the linear
discriminant functions are determined from a ran-
dom subset of the speech data with a priori known
classes. This is called supervised training. These
discriminant functions are then used in a second test
phase to classify the remaining(or complete) speech
data into different speaking groups. The results of
the classifier are compared with the a priori known
classes in order to evaluate the quality of the classi-
fier.

4. RESULTS

This section presents the classification results. Ex-
cept for the gender, all classifications are speaker

dependent, yet. The classification was done for ev-
ery spoken utterance by a majority decision. That
means, every voiced segment of an utterance is map-
ped to one class by the classifier. The whole utter-
ance is classified to that class with the maximum of
single segment decisions. The confusion matrices
for the three studies are depicted in the Table 2-4.
The first column contains the true speaking group
and the first line shows the detected speaking group.
The entries in boldface on the main diagonal show
the rates of the correct decisions. The other non-
diagonal entries are the rates of wrong decisions.

4.1. Classification of gender

The speech samples for the first study were taken
from [10]. They consist of 10 utterances of male
and 10 utterances of female speech, each of about
30 second duration. For the training phase a random
set of 5 male and 5 female speakers was considered.
Based on these training data a classification of all 20
speakers was performed.

Table 2 shows the gender classification under whi-
te background noise with different values for the glo-
bal signal to noise ratio (SNR). We see that the gen-
der classification shows quite good results. Only
7.4% of the male respectively4.8% of the female
utterances are wrong classified in the noiseless case.
For a decreasing SNR, there is a moderate and smooth
performance degradation where the classifier tends
to favour the female decisions. The reason is that the
female voice has a stronger breathy portion as the
male voice [11] and hence noisy speech tends to be
classified to femal than to male.

gender SNR male female
male ∞ 92.6% 7.4%

female 4.8% 95.2%
male 30 dB 82.7% 17.3%

female 9.3% 90.7%
male 15 dB 81.5% 18.5%

female 11.3% 88.7%
male 0 dB 58.5% 41.5%

female 5.6% 94.4%

Table 2. Gender classification under white noise

4.2. Classification of phonation types

The noiseless speech data for the second study were
taken from the book [12] by J. Laver. It contains
utterances spoken in six different phonation types
[1] by the same speaker: ”modal voice”, ”falsetto
voice”, ”whispery voice”, ”breathy voice”, ”creaky
voice”, and ”rough voice”. For the classification,
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only the phonation types ”rough voice”, ”creaky voi-
ce”, and ”modal voice” were considered.

Table 3 shows the results of the phonation type
detection. The classification for modal voice shows
a very good result with a detection rate of95.6%.
Rough voice is correctly detected in nearly 3 out of
4 utterances. Creaky voice is correctly detected in
67.5%. It is mainly confused with the modal voice.

voice quality modal rough creaky
modal voice 95.6% 0.0% 4.4%
rough voice 12.7% 73.3% 14.0%
creaky voice 28.8% 3.7% 67.5%

Table 3. Classification of phonation types

4.3. Classification of emotions

The noiseless speech data for the third study were
taken from the ”Berlin database of emotional speech”
[13]. It contains about 500 sentences spoken by ac-
tors in a neutral, happy, angry, sad, fearful, bored,
and disgusted way. We used the emotions angry, sad,
happy, and neutral only. The classification was done
speaker-by-speaker separately. That means, speech
samples of the same speaker were used for both the
training and classification. The values in the confu-
sion matrix are mean values over 10 speakers.

Table 4 shows the results of emotion detection.
We see that the emotions angry, sad, and neutral were
classified with detection rates over80%. Only happy
voice shows a detection rate of57.7% because it is
often confused with angry voice. This is a well known
fact from the literature [14]. Happy and angry voices
show similar values in the emotion dimension activ-
ity and valency. They only differ in the dimension
potency.

Emotion angry sad happy neutral
angry 93.7% 0.0% 5.6% 0.8%
sad 0.0% 84.7% 1.7% 13.6%

happy 33.8% 0,0% 57.7% 8.4%
neutral 0.0% 2.5% 6.3% 91.1%

Table 4. Classification of emotions

5. CONCLUSION

We introduced the voice quality to describe the glot-
tal excitation and presented an algorithm to estimate
the voice quality parameters from the speech sig-
nal. The classification of gender, phonation type, and

emotion by using voice quality parameters shows pro-
mising results. The next step is to achieve a speaker
independent classification for phonation type and emo-
tion. One idea could be the use of additional prosodic
features like pitch, intensity, and duration. A second
approach could be the improvement of the classifier.
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